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The results f~om an analytical study of-the effect 
of vapor supersaturation and vapor.condensation on sodium 
heat pipe performance are presented- The clas~ical liquid 
drop nucleation theory has be-e·n used to predict the inci-
dence of condensation and its effect on the behavior of 
the fluid stream. Computed values for the maximum rate of 
heat transfer based on the sonic limit and for the axial 
variation of vapor temperature, composition, and Mach num-
.. ~~- ·---.-




ber for a chemically reacting sodium flow with the possi-
' . 
bility of condensation are presented. The results indicate 
that appreciable droplet condensation does occur in the_ 
condenser region of heat pipes operating in th~ higher 
temperature range; but that this phenomenon does not influ-
ence the maximu~ rate of heat transfer based on the sonic 
limit. 
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The results from an analytical· study o·f the effe·ct 
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T 
· · -heat pipe perfo·rmance are pres·ente-a~ · · The -clas·stca1- liqui_d __________ ----. -- -·-·1 
drop nucleation theory has been used to predict the inci-
dence of condensation and its effect on the behavior of 
the fluid stream. Computed values for the· maximum rate of 
heat transfer ba·sed on the sonic li.mi t and for the axial 
variation of vapor temperature, composition, and Mach num-
ber for a chemically reacti·ng sodium flow with the possi-
bi~ity of condensation are presented. The results indicate 
tha·t appreciable droplet condensation does occur in the 
condenser region of heat pipes operating in the higher 
o • i""-;c 
temperature range; but that this phenomenon does not influ-
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A· heat pipe is a device which uses the vaporization 
and condensation effects bf a working fluid to transfer 
·------a--·1arge quantity of heat and capillary forces. formed at 
.( 
the liquid-vapor interface to circulate the fluid. Due 
-t;o_the extremely high value of thermal conductance achi-
eved by the heat pipe as a result of these mass transfer 
prOCeSSeS I the light Weight Of the heat pipe I and the . r?"-
advantage that it may operate independently of gravity,-
the .. heat pipe has received considerable attention from 
people in many areas of technology. 
The schematic representation of a heat pipe is shown 
-
in Fig. 1. It is a cylindrically shaped, constant cross-
' 
sectional area pipe with a vapo~ flow passage surrounded 
by an annular wick. In-most applications the heat pipe 
consists of evaporator, adiabatic and condenser regions. 
Heat is transferred to the device thus evaporating the · 
liquid fl'uid · at the surface of the wick in the evaporator 
'. 
• region. The vapo_rized fluid then flows longitudinally 
- -·-·····~ ,) ___ -. '--~--·-
... -·· ··-··-··----~~~~~-~, 
through the vapor flow passage·· t'b the condenser region, 
·---·- ·---····-----·------------·-·------- the fluid is condensed to the liquid phase and flows back 
to the evaporator region through the liquid flow passage. 
The longitudinal_ static pressure losses which occur with..;. 
\ 
h""-the vapor arid liquid· fl-ow--pas-sa-ge-s---a-re ov~-ree,~:1----~-___::_..c____.:_ __ ----'II 
. . 
___,. 
py the capill~ry force deyeloped at the. liquid-vapor-wick 
........ , .. ;,.,.. 
:J-~ .. 
interface--. 
,"¢, _..:·- • 
...:2-
















'. ( .. '
.... 
--~c,-···.··-~..,.--r,• · ... ~,. __ ,..";._ <" • .-,··--·~= -· ----
.. .,. .. , 
i: •. 
Since there are some limitations on the maximum heat 
, 
flux which a heat pipe operating under a giv~n set of 
conditions can transfer, investigators have been trying 
to formulat,e criteria for maximum heat transfer rates for 
' . 
those limits. The limitations are related to the maximum 
pumping capacity of the capillary wick, the gasdynamic 
choking in the vapor. flow passage, t·he entrainment of 
liquid from the wick by the high velocity stream, and the 
generation of vapor b·ubbles in the superheated liquid in 
the -evaporator portion of the -wick (Ref.· 1) • · 
Cotter {Ref.2) assumed that the flow in the vapor 
passage can be treated as an incompressible flow in a 
duct with mass injection (evaporator region) and suction 
(condenser region) • Levy •·s analysis (Ref. 3) of a heat 
pipe operating in the low vapor pressure regime differs 
from that of Cotter in that vapor density variations 
\_____/ 
were assumed to be significant. Levy (Ref. 4) also 
studied the dissoci.ation-recombination reaction for 
' 
sodium vapor in poth the evaporator region and the adia-
• 
batic r.egion. 
the expansion .Jand condensation behavior of alkali-metal 
vapors flowing through nozzles suggests that the effects 
of the condensation of liquid droplets within the --v_apor __ :_~- ., 
may influence heat pipe performance vary much. The 
. ' 
----~-··-- ~----~-----------'--II 
present investigation is a study of such vapor conden-
· sation effects in sodium heat pipes • I 
-3-
.,... ) ..... _...._,.. . .....,__..__ .. _____ ··--···· : 





2. Vapor Condensation Effects in Heat Pipes 
From a one·-dimensional point of view, heat addition 
is like a convergent nozzle in that it always tends to 
make the Mach number approach unity. Cooling causes the 
Mach number to change in the direction away from a Mach 
number of unity. Hence the .. axial flow of vapor through 
the evaporator region of the vapor passage of a heat pipe. 
with mass injection by evaporation can be considered 
. { 
analogous to the flow of a gas thro·ugh a convergent~· 
divergent flow. Cotter's analysis (an incompressible 
,)-
vapor _analysis) for the maximum rate of heat transfer can 
be applied when the axial components of vapor velocity 
are sufficiently small when compared to the velocity of 
sound in the fluids operating at the iow end of the vapor 
pressure curve, the vapor densities are extremely small, 
the Mach number can approach unity and the effects of 
vapor compressibility become significant. In addition to 
the injected mass .flow, the wall shear stress causes the 
flow toward a value of unity. The maximum Mach number 
I 
I 
t "' :. . 
___ _c.,.,_. ·---~---:--~~ .. ~-----·· _--~----------whi.ch .... _one ___ .. c.an .. __ .at_t __ ai.n. ..in .... the ____ e._v_a,p Q rBt_Q :r.;. ____ §_~_ qt, :t. Q. n ..... ! .. ~-----~ !.tY _________ --------~~--;· ---'-____________ _ 
;, ;, -~ '"'··.·-. . . . ' . . . ' \_;;~ ,/ . . . ,, . . . . . f, 
·- . - ;·. 
~ t (Ref. 5) and the maximum mass flow of vapor which can be ;. ·., r 
generated in the evaporator corresponds i:.o a unity value 
------------ - ----- --- -- -~. 
-·- .. ------ ··-- ·---1 
,. 
' ,;: 
:;~., . i, 
-~-.· . 




of Mach number at the downstream end of the evaporator 
section. In those cases wher~ an adiabatic region sepa-
.rates the evaporator and condenser regions, the wall shear 
, I 
-4-






. ~ i 
' f-
-. 
stress will cause the choking point to occur at the exit 
<') 
plane of .the adiabatic region rather than a~ the end of 
the evaporator. In addition, as will be shown below, at 
sufficiently low values of operating temperature, the 
'· 
choking point will occur at the exit of the condenser 
region rather than at the exit of the.evaporator or adia-
. I 1· ,_ batic regions. In these cases, the velocities will be 
s·ubsonic throughou.t. 
The sodium vapor was first treated as a· pure mona-
totni-c perfect g·as · fn earl-ier ·analyses of heat pipes (Re·f • 
.. 
3, 6). Dzakowic et al. (Ref. 7) pointed out the possi-
ri_.,~ bili ty that the dis·sociation-recombinatiori--- reaction 
could influence heat pipe perfp~mance. Levy {Ref. 3, 4) 
analyzed the problem by treating the vapor as a saturated 
two phase mixture in liquid-vapor phase equilibrium and 
then took the dissociation and recombination effects into -
consideration. 
. . 




=~•=--·~~.. ~~~-a ·,·· - >-"···• ''"'·-~---------··--~-----• 
of metal vapors flowing through ·noizles by Hill et al. _{ ____________________________ _ 
Ref. 8} and Glassman {Ref. 9) suggest that the effects 
~----"--- - .--r-----. ------- -- /~-------·---- --· -- -- --------- ----- . -
- ---- --- ---- - ··- ------ --- - -- -~--- -- --- ··-·-··~---- "·---· ·- ~~ 




; be.come important in the condenser region of a soqium heat 
--~----- ---- ~ ------· ·pi-pe. o· -Gnly ·the·--~-ehemi--e-a-l--l-y---frozen and reacting flows wer--e~--------cc:,-----
' ' ... 
' investigated here~ the chemical equilibrium flow case was 
' 
--- not included. •· 
ii.., . 1:· ,, 
,,-
r - • 
,. "'1'· 
" 
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A brief discussion of the thermodynamic properties 
of sodium vapor which follows Levy's analysis (Ref. 4) • 1S 
·presented here before the studies of the gasdynamic and 
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3~ Properties of Sodium.Vapor 
.The possible presence of the tetramer suggested by 
Stone et al. (Ref. 10) has been neglected since the con-
centration of N<Alf reported by Stone at the pressures and 
temperatures of interest here are quite small. Only the 
dissociation-recombination reaction o·f atoms · (monomer) 
and diatomic molecules (dimer) of the type.,. . . 
' 
is of concern, • i.e. the vapor has been treated as a two-
component mixture of atoms and diatomic molecules. Hence 
in this particular investigation of the gasdynamic beha-
L 
vier of the sodium vapor, the relations to determine the 
equilibrium composition, the specific.heat and the speed 
of sound of the mixture are needed. 
3.1 Vapor Composition 
The degree of dissociation o( . is used to determine 
the composition of a two-component mixture: 
• .i. 
--="--=-- _.___,.~ .... - =. . ··- . -,- - - -- ---, . ,--· - ~-------- -- - ·- - ·- . - - -- ' -- - . 
7fl VI 
., .. 





ffl..vj = total vapor mass of species 1 (the monomer) 
1/l..v2 = total vapor mass of species 2 (the dimer) 
________:__ ___ ~~---..------------'---'-----'----;------ill 
The mean gas· constant per ·unit 1cra.ss of the mixture of ideal 
-,!,' .... 
-· gas R • l.S 
., 
-1-





• ·."'", T" 
.• 
.i 
-R = · o/.. R, + ( I - ol. ) Rz _:ri--. ' 
), 
-where R.J. = gas. constant of the monomeric species 
... Rz = gas constant of the dimeric species 
~ .. ~, 
But 
R 
. . I 
-




. The equation of state can thus-be written 
( 2) . 
where J'v is the mass density of the vapor mixture. 
In terms of the partial pressures -p, and ~' the 
equilibrium constant for the reaction 2 ){o.. • • No.< 
I 
15 
,, _,., -· 
or K,., ( T) = 




-,_·,·•-• -~~-~ • •• ~~ ........ -·•·------·--=~•·•--C---·-•." "" ••s-••··-·~o~-..,--~,oL-,~.,.,-~ --~.- .. "~,,-. -• ---.---·--=· -•; _(A 




and-----cx' --is a- function· only-:-of. fl-•-- and T. 
. ' 
The equilibrium constant }<, is obtained from the· 
following equation (Ref. 4) 
.. . 
J<.t = exp -.1:· --- +o· 
Ra T Rz T 2 ': .. 
( 5)" 







,, ....... ~ 
where 
. ' :.,,.., ... --,, ............. ,, ... -- _ ...... ,.~_.._.,..,, .. , ...................... ",·, ... ,•,.:. ' ' ,,.,,,,, '.." .. ,',•' ·, :_,·.,,,.~ -••••~,,.,·v·"·""'~'..,."""'',_.,,,.,.,,..,.,.,,,.. 
,· 
.. 
J.; is the enthalpy of dimerization at 0°K 
Cp, is the constant pressure specific heat of 
the monomeric species 
• 
c,~is the constant pressure specific heat of 
dimeric species 
the ·data from Ref. 11 and 12 , 
Cp, = 0 ~ 2 • 6 4 cci.1/ gm- °K_ 
c.,,2 = (0 .10725 + 7. 275 x 10-4 T ) cal/gm- °K 
( T < 298.1°K) 
c,2=· (J).1906 + l_.507~ X 
.,t; = - 16836 cal/mole of 
~ 
-5 0' lO . T ) cal/gm- K 
( T > 298.1°K) 
IVa2. 
and using the data from Ref. 11 for K1, the constant of 
~ integration al was found to be 
. . 0 (A 1 = - 0.233805 cal/gm- K 
. ' 
..... 
The equilibrium 'composition a then can be found by Eq. (4). 
3.2 Enthalpy, Specific Heat and Speed of Sound 
The enthalpy of the mix,ture is 
,. 




The specific enthalpy therefore is 
where hv, and h v..2 are the specific enthalpies of the indi-
--~----·--·~~- ---
vidual vapor components and AL is the specific enthalpy 
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and the specific enthalpy of the vapor phase is 




In an equilibrium vapor mixture, the constant press-
use speci'.fic heat. of vapor .is .(Ref. 4) 
( 
d cl. . . . (c,,)£Q == Ch.v, - !iv2.) ~ T + ol. Cp, + ( I - oe.) Cpz 
~ .f . 
I . the constant volume· specific heat of vapor is 
where 
- 2 f <:l..'3 d k~ 
dT 
and the speed of sound a£~ is 
. <c-,,)£~ 2 R~ T 
( c v ) £,9, • < 2 - ex ) 
(8) 
(10) 
In a frozen· mixture of perfect gases the constant 
pressure specific heat is (~ef-. 5) 
a--:-----'----··~------· ( Cp)p = CX. C p, + ( 1 - o( )_ C fJ z { 12) (. 
the constant volume· spe<>cific heat • 1S 'lb 
....... . : 
. 
Cv, (/ ()( ) Cv.z (Cv ),= - o< -t- - {13) .. , .. , :"""' .. ,. 
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'· 
and the spee·d of sound O..F is 
A 
• R 
A T (14) 
M 
A 
where IZ = Universal Gas Constant-
" M 
.'/', = mole fraction of species 1 
:1 • 
• a;,•,-.•:,;,,.:.'.: -' .. :. ;~ • 
l·. -~. = /"I molecular· weight-· of ·specie·s ·l 
The constant pressure specific heat of liquid sodium 
• 1S 
c°' 1 
. ; ... 
in all the calculations. 
3.3 Saturation Pressure and Temperature 
' 
The relationships between pressure and temperature 
'\ 
for saturated vapor were suggested by (Ref. 13) 
L P( t ) = 6.4818 - 10020 • 6 0 5 L T( 0 R) oglO a oms T(oR) - • oglO 
0 for T < 2060 R (15a) 
.and 
-· ··~ 
·. LoglO -P(atoms) = 6.8377 - 9 ~~~~r 4 - 0.61344 LoglO T( 0 R) 
, ~ 7~~-~• - 0• • ~ .·-.~ ,_'.~, .•·-,- ,.-~ ·"'""'··'~.,,cc,-~. , - ,- • -•· -. " ,, 
0 for T > 2060 R (15b) 
,, 
3.4 Some OtheJ: Properties Used 
>. 
In all calculations the enthalpy of vaporizationwas 
cal 















. .; . 
- ,-,-·•;i. "r ~:· __ _, ,.•' 
the absolute viscosity of _sodium vapor is 
µ ·f gm l = 0.00414x{0.03427 + 8.176xl0-6 T(°F)} (16) 
s cm-sec 1 . -
-, 
the thermal.conductivity of sodium vapor is 
cal Kr cm-°C-
_ {0.001639 + 3.977xl0-s T(°F) - 0.9697xl0-a~ 
- 241. 9 




. -3 . 
- 0 • ·2 3 8 X 10 X { T ( ° K) - l O O .• } 
and the. s.urface __ tension ,'of the~· sodium liquid .. 
dyne 
cm 
= 202.15 - 0.0986 x T (°K) 
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4. ·. Chemical Reaction Rate 
• 
q 
For the chemically reacting flow, the fate of change· 
" 
in molal concentration of sodium atoms can be expressed 
. p 
as (Ref. 4-) 
- 2 kf J.,3 ol. 2 ( /-d·/') 
- - " 3 -~ + . 
11, 4/<p · P (20) 
where the fo:rward reaction rate kt is (Ref. 4) 
9. 5 (1. 0 - 0. 005 T) x 1016 t:m3 /mole2-sec 
. • - ~- .. s,,- ·- - - - . • -·· ---
. 
• -r ·• ,.0, ·'-•" •, • .:_.. ,:. ~-,·,.. .,, I 2·2·. 997 gm/mole for sodium 
/...,. ' 
o, 
• .,,. __ • • . • • -, . - -·- -···· -· _____ :::. ___ ,_ .:..:..:.: - ' .,._.: .. ::._ " c. 
... -~--~-------·· - '-· • ;.-...: - ·-7.:7. ·., ., -~ .. 
.,, -
.. 
therefore the change in composit.ion ·a due to chemic~l 





or ax --C.R. 




____ .... _. - .. ~----· -··-- ----· 
• 
-~· 
2. kf fv3 o( 
,.. 3 
M, 
2 kt f,/r:1. 
V A,2 
.. ~. ""':'' :_.- --:. - ,-:- ·,. ."': 





- °' + (22) 4 K-pP 
- - . ----- -- - --------~-----··---· ---... -.. --··· --
-~-- ... ,c ----- ~·-· -
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Many investigations of the expansion and condensation 
behavior of metal vapors have been made (Ref. 8, 9). Most 
of these used the classical liquid drop nucleation theory 
~ 
to predict the incid-erice of condensation and its effect on 
the properties .. of the fluid. stream. The v?-po:ts of sodium, 
c" 
potassium, and rubidium have been found by experiments to 
condense very readily in a. nozzle (Ref. 9). In each case 
' ' 
~- ... __ .. -... ____ the __ typical ?iz~_ an.a growth :rate o_f the conden.sed .drops i._s 
------~----······.·· 
--·---~ 
so small that significant slip between vapor and liquid·· 
phases is very unlikely to develop and·consequently has 
·' 
been ignored. 
5.1 Nucleation Rate (Ref. -9't 
The classical liquid drop theory of nucleation has 
worked out well for predicting the experimental condensa-
tion behavior of a variety of vapors. Several equations, 
. 
all basically of the same form, for predicting nucleation 
rate as a function of temperature, pressure, and fluid 
p 
•' ' .. • - - ~-· •• ·•c.·-.s.r-,_ cq·.--r.<,-. ......,,~,.•-•~~~~,~-·,---,.- - ·--·- -
properties ha.ve been obtained by various investigators. 
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' . .··' . 1 == A ~ e . , (23) 
N J>l. C ka T )2 -rr M 
. ' .. 













equati.on (Ref. 9') 
... 
A 
r* = .-·(1_2_~_1. _M_. __ 
f£·R 7 k; 
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I*= Nucleation rate, nuclei/sec-cm3 
~ 9 Ks= Boltzmann gas constant 
"'" 
. M = molecular weight 
A 
N = Avogadro number 
g = gravitational constant 
a'- = .surface tension of liquid drop 
PL = density of liquid drop 
_ p·s = saturation pressure at temperature T 
·"·" 
As seen from equati9ns (23) and (24), the nucleation 
rate for any given fluid depends only on the environmen-
tal t.emper-ature and pressure. For any constant nuclea-
tion rate, therefo~e, the required supersaturation press-
ure ratio Plfs becomes a fu~ction of temperature alone. 
The supersaturation pressure ratio fJl?s is plotted against 
' .. 
temperature at several constant nucle~tion rates in Fig. 2 
for sodium. The dotted lines are results calculated by 
Glassman (Ref. 9). Equation (23} shows that the nucleation 
rate is a strong function of surface tension of the liquid 
~ . - ·- ·····-- - - -- -
drop. The difference between the solid lines and the dot-
ted lines is due to differences in surface tension. The 
surface. ·tension values used in thi.s analysis are taken 
from Ref . 13 . 
- -~-----,------
~ . 
Consider a sing~e drop of Dadius Y ,· surface tension· 
. 
" . 







- - -... . ' - - -- - - ._ - . . -- -
' 
ronment of constant pressure P-and temperature 7. The 
drop could ~be in equilibrium only if the environment had 
' 
also a temperature 7;, and a pressure /Jo, where lJ,, is given 
by 
ln P,.RTo r 
2 01,. (25) 
-
-
whe·re f.s (7r,) is the. vapor pressure in equilibr·'ium with a 
' 
flat film of the fluid at temperature 1D. For a Maxwellian 
velocity distribution the mass of particles striking unit 
.. 
___ .. qrop sur_~ac:e. in unit time is 
--·~ --,--_, -- ..... _ ------ -.-.. ·-. ~----·--·-·---- -, _, .. -_. --, --
-p 
(21fR.T 
Some fraction~ of. these condense and the other are ·reflect-
ed. If it is assumed that the kinetic energy of the re-
flected particles corresponds to the drop temperature, the 
drop growth rates will not be strongly affected by varying 
~ between wide limits (Ref. 8). 
The mass transfer from the drop is the same as the 
mass flux to the drop if it were surrounded by an environ-
ment at pressure -P» and temperature To, sine~ at equili-
brium the mass fluxes to and from the drop must be equal.·· 
Thus the mass flux, per unit area.; passing out through the 






















-dl. 'z 7( P1- /RT J R. To . 
where the drop temperature T» is determined from 




T ,;· T,D = D_f(27). 
-,- ~ 
·for· given P, 7, and ( {Ref. 8) . 
It is quite tedious to determine all the variable 
values of To from equation (27) for the analysis through 
· a heat pipe-. Oswatitch assumed (Ref .• 8) ... 
.,.( 2 8) 
and later Hill suggested 
.. (29_) 
Figure 3 shows the P -T diagram for sodium vapor· at_ a · 
.ii) 2 0 pressure of 7418. 8 dyne/cm . and temperature of 727 .15 K. 
The corresponding val~es of PD, To, and. Tso.t as deter-:-
mined by Eqs. (28) and (29) are indicated. The __ agreement 
between equation {27) and equation (29) for the value of 
, ' 
- --.P· 































. t -- ------- ----·-·-- -- -----··· ... the liquid drop· i:emperatu_r~ surrounded by an evnironment 
. . -- . -··· ... ------· . __ .. -- . - ·,--.. - "-··----.. I 
-1 
at pressure 7418.8 dyne/cm2 and t~mperature 727.15°K is 
shown in figure 4. Equations {28) and ·(29) have been used 
', for calculating the drop growth rate by" equation {26) 
' 
• in 
. - ! 
i 
! 
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5.3 Rate of Formation of Liquid ·(Ref. 14} 
A nucleus formed at position, I the nozzle some xl' in 
jC 
wi.th intial radius Y, will to I an grow a size 
• 
)( dY .-~ · .. r I --J< 1~. d )( :z r -- dx --'-' ..... 
or 
-k fx~ 1 dr ' r Y, -+ J.x.z. --•• • -~ • • C • • •"• .. V dt . ·- - ... -·· ,,_ . ··- " ( 3 0) 
when it reaches position x . 
. 





dY ) t <J.X1. (31} 
The total number of nuclei formed per second in a volume 
A(x1 )ax1 is just I (x1)A{x1 )ax1 , an~ therefore the rate af 
which liquid is condensed in the volume A(x)dx for all 
liquid ·arops which originated from x = 0 to xis 
( 32 )-







-----···"'·~ ---·--- - ---·-·--~----··~- - ..... --·~-·---- ·--,··· -- . . -- .--~--- - . -- -- -, - - --- ·-. . , - -- -.. ---- ·- - --~,S, 
Equationc,, (32) can be rewritten as a -S-et---0--f~-four simul-
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- A cluster of size ·y* has a probability of growth of O. 5. 
By the time .it, grows. to 1.3 Y* the probability is nearly 
' 
unity so that this has been used as the starting.radius 
Y* (Ref. 14) .. 
. ~- . 
. : ' : '.;. ~· 
-· 
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6. Chemical Rea·cting ... Flow With Homogeneous Nucleation 
) 
... 
6 .-1 Evaporator Reg·ion ~ 
Consider a stationary cylindrical control volume 
in the vapor passage of width dx (Fig. 5). The vapor 
flow is assumed ·to be steady and one dimensional so that 
all the mass,. momentum, and enthalpy fluxes can be repre- -
sented by the mean values of velocity and temperature 
throughout the whole vapor passage. The superheated vapor 
which is gene~ai:.e_d PY. evgporati_qn _at.the l.iguid-vapor in-- ... 
. . . - . -, . - . 
terfacac.Ana· which is assumed to have a zero component of 
velocity in the axial direction is injected into the con-
·trol volume with a normal velocity 
~' 
and a mass flow 
•· 
rate per unit length tff.£·· 
The temperature at the liquid-vapor interface I TE. J.S 
and the static enthalpy_ 6f the injectea mass is hE. The 
• 
injected fluid ,7f/~ is assumed to be a superheated vapor 
with an equilibrium composition aE corresponding to the 
local static pressure /J and the local interface tempera-
ture TE. Thus 
/J. E (3 7) --
.... 
,. .. 






= 7fte._ '/)•' <!·' (pV) (38) 
, ,: ·. 
' 
.-. >· d X: 





. . ··- .. ~ ., .. '' ~ . - - . .... . -·····- -·- .. 
.: -~-. . "----
•: 
•• ' 0 ..... • M -·· - - •• ,. 
I . 
"------'--~-~---~=- ~•, • ·"""""-~,.,_,,-,c.···-
.,. .,. • .... <\ ~ • 
.. !. 
f \· •.' 
·-
In terms of a liquid-mixture mass ratioµ 
~·· 
f = 7!/. (J ~AA-)+ 7!lM 
711 ( I - A).. ) 7!l. A).. 
----- +- ---fv f'1-
. ' It can now be rewritten as 
f = Pv (39) 
(I - .AA) 4- .,..t,t- fv 
. . -,-;: 
But Pv ~ 10 -G 














I - ..« c/X ,- AA. 













fv V d.JA. 
-
-d.X ( I - .AA.).:a. d X 
liquid-mixture mass 
( 4 0) 
• 





• ·- o -·-~-,-~,- •c. -·-·-------'-"' -...a...>=.c...·~~-~a, .. .------ • • --- _ _ ---~- _··,· ___ . ·" ~ec-·· s,=·•·=·- -··-· • - ~ ------ _ --~-~--,---.-n-""·- ... --··· •• " .. -· .· r -- ---- - , ··=--~-•-------- •·- __ .-,~--- ---~-- ____ ._. ··-·.---. , .. ·---·---=-•-- _ ~z ~- - ,.-_ •••• --, ... ,,~·-·• , =--S-- --•~ ---~..c..,... • · 't· --,----,c=<J..'-" --- • _ - ·.- • -, .• ,_, ~-· --•---'' ----- ~-·-----~ •. -.,,--. '" r=_,,·~-~- · :·•· ·.=-------- • - ---- --- ···-·--·· ~-- ·--
---·---where -
X . X 
= 4TC I{ ( r; *+1 I dY ax-£)~[·"·' d 
0 . )(, V 4X dX 
...... - ."···~ ---·--- -·- •• --,--- •• v -~ . ·,,, -·. - ~----
+ 1 nlo3AI , (32) 
• ·1 ..... , " . ·. ,. 
. ' 
.• Equation (41) assumes that no liquid is injected or re-
,,., 
moved at. the -liquid-vapor~ wick _____ interface. The only change 
• .. 
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droplets in the vapor stream. 









( 4 3) .. d ~ dJA = 1 ,, ' ", + °' -(1-JA)n\ · d)( (1-A-A) d)( 
. 






But c( °' --
cJ.. X 
c.R 







d1lv, _ oi 
c,( X . c.R. 
• d "JI(_ 'II 
CXE it E + [ dX. 
• 
1 ( d7Jlv, 




-d m. v, . 
d.X. c. R. 
becomes 
. 




- d(it t +)l1Jle) C.R. (44) 
-
• 
• d (it VI + 71l'Vz) 7'l VI 
<Jilv, + lilv:z) 2 
\ 
dot 




In the! frozen flow limit thi·s reduces to 
• 
c.R. 
,.·~~e,. ... ~~ ·--=--- - ~~·-··'°·-~ .. = :=~ .. •~ .&C~ •= C. ~-- r ~·~•c~,-- ·•··. • .· -~- .·--•-•••-• , .... "--"~ -·----------~•--'- .. • ~-· '-• •"•• •.·,; • --
----r;A E - d. 
1 - )J. 
·m· ·-d. ~ -
e,( ;( •· 71l 
~ 
E (4.6) _ 
·. _=-------~-- ______ B:y ____ the conser:vat_ion_ of linea.r __ rnomentum in· the axial 
• , 1-1 ~ ' -·~ .~-·--- • ----
direction in Fig.~' we have 
a------------------------__________.._---------2.,__..1C,,,.._______.__f w-~·--r1~ - A~-X. ~ ~ - d. ~ . [ it v 
In terms of th"e radius of the vapor passage, the momen-
• 
' . 
tum equation becomes . •, 








-· --- - - ---
- __ .__ . ' 
. ., ____ ... __ -
' t\ ............ · ........ ,.· .. 
dP 
dX.. 
· ·· dV 









Pv V dV _ 7!l.E Pv v~ 2Tw 
1-,LJ.. dX Jit 1-M. (w 
{ 4 7). 
(4 7a) 
The terms fox.the energy equation are shown .. in Fig. 9. 
·-
Since the temperature profile might appear as shown·in Fig. 
5, there must be convective heat transfer from the liquid-
vapor interface to the vapor. ~ Denote the rate of 
convec-
-. 
tive heat transfer per unit· length by Qconv·. · · The energy ·-·c., 
equation becomes 
d . [ yz . 
;( "Ill.. ft.+ 2 = "lfl.E ft.E - v/ 2 +~-'lcoNV 
But 
Hence 
Since the mixture enthalpy is 
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-
d ft. . . d A,(. . . d «=--
x = [ ft.L - cl. ft v, - ( J - IX) h. v.z. J d :x. -t ( 1-.M.) ( h. v, - A.v.r) dX. 
cl It v, 
.dX.. 
;:::. C cl7 
. P, d.K 
-~ 
. ' 
.· .. '")' -··3·-. .. 
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- -··- - -· ....... '. ;.· . .;..,_. - -- . 
' -;;• ,,..,.., 
----- -~-.:..-=. ... "'I-- ------- ---·-. - _______ .__ __ - ---
" ....... 
d Ii l. 
---= dX 
' 
dT Cp1. ., __ 
d)( 
The energy equation becomes 
-· "' 
l. 
But the enthalpy of dimerization 10 is 
lz, = h.v2 - fi.v, 
and the enthalpy of vaporization 
·7------ . 
ft.1, = ex h.v, + ( 1- °") ltv2. - h..L .. · 
Finally the energy equation becomes 
I 
(37) 






--~--.. ---- ---~~ ~ ,,,. v2 
------·'"· ~---- -- .. ~+·v ::·- --~- ·;_E [ -V £
2
- .. .. + jJ il._·.· Q tl. + CORV... -·-- ( -4 8) · -- ------. ·-------~~---i1 
-?ft • - -- ·-· ·---- . ·- --· -- . - . --· - - --- . __ ·---··--
... , . ·- . I 
i. --.~~ "~~--.-=--·----~-~-- ----:~-:--;~r-1· Tccc;,~-=-c;:f dT =-1~0 ·+ T~;2 dT +-~1;-:;.)).n;,--c4a·;}~----~~.:~'---:~---~: 
t: · l To ; : · H 
t. . / ' t 
r . ~ - . '"' .. e 
r · i 
! t 
\ · ~ ··The e uation of state was written as I 
f,' J 




. fJ =- ( I _ + ·°' ) p R 2 T ... -~. ' ( 49) 
, .. 











" , d..1' ,._ d Pv D t1 T · · de/.. 
--= ( 1. + o() R2 T d.. X + ( I + cl.) p., l'\.z d.X + Pt1Rz. T dX. 
' d x.. 
Rearranging 













. I doC _ / dT I d.P + I dV = 71!,e (5 l) 
I+ d. dX. T dX + -P c/..X V dX 7'l 1-)A. Ji.. 
Equations (4'7), (48), and (51) can now be solved for the 
- . . dT cJ.f! dY · 
quantities d.X, d.X., and dX.. 
1 + Pv V~ 
. ( 1 -A)f Pv y.z. ( f-JA) p 
• 
dT - 11IE 




I I . _ Pv ] ( _ ) /) do< + I Pv Q<oNV 
- . !t-o< - 112 (1-_p.))D 1 .,u. ..{.D olx. V' - <1-.,,u.ff 71t.. 
2t,.y 
--
fA>-P _I + [ ' - f V . ["o< ( I -))..) Co' + ( l - ot_) c, -~) c,-2 T y:l (I -)).)f I 
+ ft. c,,. J (52) 
d.V _ 1 
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Equations (52), (53) ~ (54)· combined with equations 
(34), (35), ~36), (42) and (45) form a sy·stem of·eight: 
simultaneous first order ordinary differential equations 
-
which can be solved by n~erical methods provided~, T~, 
and Qconv are specified. 
. --- ... - - . 
6. 2 The injected vapor .. 
liquid-vapor interface (Fig. 10), we can get a relation-
• 
ship between the rate of mass injection71l.c, the rate of 
'. 
- . -- - . -
, heat transfer from· the outer wall of the heat pipe QE.. 
That is 
(55) • • Q E = Q CON\' + . 7fl. E. [ It f. - It/.. -
The kinetic energy in this investigation can be neglected 
and the enthalpy of the vapor leaving the interf~ce h.E. is 
close in value to the enthalpy of saturated vapor h9 . 
. . ~ 
Hence equation {55) becomes 
• • 
Q E. = Q CONV + 7fl.E ltf 9 (56) 
·:r---
-~ _. --- - ~ --- ~"-····~=-~- -=- -· __,___,,.....,.=----=---co.-~-- ---- .. ~·- ·.c ..• 
, .. 
During the· evaporation proce,ss, the injected· vapor 
' 
must be slightly superheated with respect to the .static 
pressure of the bulk vapor flow. Schrage '.s analysis (Ref .• 
15) gives the relative order of magnitude of the interfa-
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·,:·:·;········ . .. 
-~ 
.where 
C1 - condensation coefficient -
,;:. 
rw radius of vapor passage --
" R constant - gas -
The data of Ref. 16 and 17 .suggest that a= 1. 
• 
Eliminating Jll& from~ equations (51), . (52), we have 
• 
CJe - OcoNv ( 58) 
4nfw 
' ' 
Te. = Tsat < P) + Jl T,i. ( 59) 
6.3 L..,.~ I Wall Shear Stress Tw and Convective Heat Transfer Qconv 
The magnitude of the wall shear stress depends on 
whether the flow is laminar or turbulent. Busse (Ref. 18) 
suggested that for a laminar, steady flow of an incompre-
ssible fluid in a circular duct with wall injection;:-ari.d 
.. 
suction, the flow velocity profile at a given' axial loca-
.,. 




r2· C • • •. -,.-•. <·.·~. -- .,_ - • -- _,_,- ~- .--~ -- - ,.......,_,_ ,_ --<·---·=V-,-•-""--e- -~"'-· c,,.. =-. ----=--,----- ~--~--- ··-~~-~~• ~-• ·"·' . C"-·'"'"-"---c--=-_-c,c-=,,s=....;,",--~-.:C...,_..- _,.J·•c·,~-- ---• ,--,-
where 
... •: 
ll(f,X) _ n 
-V 2 cos 
7( 
2 fw,. (60) . · 
V 
= axial velocity component at a given radial· 
position f and axial positicin X 
Y = average axial velocity at x 
• 
-27-











- - ·- ·-· - . ~ -- .... 
The wall shear stress is 
d.U. 
ar 1\ '_/ . 
which gives the laminar wall shear stress in the evapo-
rator and the condenser 
'( = 
w 
Jls 7f. 2 V 
2 Yw 
The friction factor f is defined by 




Re.,, - diameter Reynolds number. -




assumed to occur at Rer:, = 2000. The friction factor for 
fully developed laminar tube flow with no injection (adia-
. batic region). is. 
Rel) f = /6 (63a) 
and the friction factor for all turbulent flow in the heat 
pipe is _(Ref. 19) 
To calculate the rate of convective heat. transfer, 
' 
~---- ~-·" _____ :. __ ~, -the -·va·l ue ---·---·--------··------~~---- -~-.. ---· ------··--- "" ·--~ ------ - . ·-- ·-. \. 
. " 
, A_ = J. 66 k (64a) 
was used. for the convective heat transfe·r coefficient 
,_.,., ...... :::;· 
-~-, 
of the laminar pipe flow ~nd the value 
))-· 
:1, . A ft = o. o 2 3 Je . o.S o. 3 fw (Reo) ( p.,,) (64b) 
-28- I . . 
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number Pr was assigned as 0.85 in all of the calculations 
for turbulent heat transfer. The convective heat transfer 
Qconv is then given by 
Qconv. = 2 n fw ( TE. - T ) q (65) 
, : ,,.., 
6.4 Adiabatic Region 
In the evaporator region, the total heat transfer·rate 
• 
per unit length to the outside wall of the heat pipe is QE. 
.. ( -
It was set mathematically to be zero in the adiabatic region, 
.. 
although in a real heat pipe, axial heat conduction along 
the wall and through the wick and the heat losses to the 
, 
surroundings might tend to make OEeither slightly positive 
o.r negative. 
In the evaporator region, the liquid-vapor interface 
is at a temperature Te equal to the local saturation tem-
perature Tsat(P). But in the adiabatic region, the inter-
face must be at ·a temperature ?; equal to the local satura-
.. 
tion temperature Tsat ('P> . Since the outer wall of the heat 
' I 
• ;;,. 
... __ ._ .. _. ·.-- .. ----·--·--·--·-- - ........ ____ · ·pipe in the adiabatic region is insulated, no latertt heat ... -- .. --~-·-,~~----·····------·-· .. 
required for evaporation can be supplied, r.e. no evapora-
' ~ ·--. 
- tion would occur so that the interface can not be at a 
temperature higher. th·an the local saturation temperature. 
- ' 
-
.similarly, if the interface were at a tempera~ure lower 
than the local· saturatio·n temperature, net condensation 




















-- ,_ .. -- .. -- - ... 
. . ':-:·· - - ~- ·::;· ·-· 
I 
--sation would have -to be removed from the wall. The .. tern- · 
perature profiles and the interfacial temperatures through 
the heat pipe based on this analysis are shown in Fig. 11. 
Since the flow is supersaturated in the adiabatic 
region, the bulk flow temperature T should be. lower than 
the interfacial temperature TE. Hence there must be some 




- • -• . •· •- •·-•••·•-• •·.,-m ~--,o• -~· • ---· "••--•·,--•~•·" ••• •'•-• ·-··-·--•• , _____ .._: 
interface into the vapor passage due to the temperature 
• 
difference and some mass flow 7/l.c rejected from the vapor 
passage to the liquid-vapor interface. Thus 
ht, 7Tlc = 
GcoNV • 
in the adiabatic region. As will be shown later, this 
term is negligibly-· small. 
6. 5 Condenser Region 
• 
The rejected sodium flow 7/lcformed during the conden-
....,,, 
sation process at the liquid vape)r interface is assumed 
to:··be vapor saturated with ref?pect to ~he static pressure 
. ' 
of the bulk flow. Further it is assumed that no vliquid 
.. 
I 
'\ ) '. 
' 
' 
d;ops cro·ss the cylindrical suliface of the control volume· .. ----·--:-·-·,--, .. -·------·· .. .,-··-~·-··'"········--:--·· 
-~ 
as yapor condensatioJ?. occurs at the wick surf·ace. Hence 
and 
. 
a = a 
. C 
= de hv, ( Tsat) + (J - o<) Avz (TstAt) 
. ' ' 
-30-
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(66) 
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i = the enthalpy of the rejected vapor flow /l C 
Conservation of mass in the 
thus requires that 
... - -~· •••• -· •' ----••' • •••L ••• • 
• d1fl. . 
-- = - ifl.c d..X 









(Fig. 6) . 
where 11tc is . flow r·ate of· rejecte·-d- mas-s pe·r -·unit ·1e-n·gth 
and is given by 
• 
QC= QCONV - 7h.ch..f3 (6 7) 
•• 
where Oc is rate .1of heat removed from condenser per unit 
length. 
Conservation of liquid mass requires 
• 





Conservation of mass of monatomic sodium vapor (Fig. 7) 
• • • 
d 7!l. VI 
---= 
d..lJ'lv, c)._71!.L 
d..X. dX ax 
Siiilarly, conservation of mass of diatomic sodium vapor 
. ~ .. ' ·-.- ~-""' -- .. - .... _ .. --~ .--'2.~. _,_, .... _. ____________ ,, ___ --··-.---, 
tu• 




• • • 
d (1fl VI + 1l "2) = _ ii. _ {. d. .,,,_ L 
. ---. ····· d-A;.- ___ :~-~-----·--·------------- --~--- ---\~-----'.·t,{X·---" 7,/(JCL----~ ... ·---~-. 
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• d.X (/-J,l)1fl 




-tiX (J-.,u)il C.( 
The liquid-mixture mass ratioµ is 
.0 
. . I '.~. ---
(6 8) 
c. R. · 
.• 
--··--··--··-----···-· ··----·-·····-· -----·. _-•... --- -· ...... -_ .... ---~,·- --'·.•·- --· - . _-. . --- -·--------···--------------·-··---------·--------.. ··----··--··--··-···-·-· ---- - . - -----~-- ------·"--------·----·---~ . ·-· ._ ...... - · ..... - .· . .---.--·-· .· -~-- .-...-·- .-----·--------- ... --
• 
111. l. µ -
- • 
7fL 
Differentiating and substituting 
~ 
-





I [ d.711.i. 
j{_ dX NUCL 
The continuity equation with rejected flow becomes 
• 
Pv d.V . V 
,J-,/ + I - A Ci'\.A.., I - A 
I 
r/..Pv + Pv V d,11.. = _ 7flc 
0. X (I -),I. )a d. X. A 
(6 9) 
(70) 






I - ))... 
• 
dV + 1f!.c 
d. X 711.. . 
Pv 
J-JJ-
2 2Tw V--Yw 
Conservation of energy requires that (Fig. 9) 
d C • V 2 _ itc Ve~ - V 2 
o.x. ( It. + 2 ) _,_ · . h.c ... IL + + 







, .... ~-- -- ... ·'-;::::.. -,------·'•' ···---···--- __ , -------- ----
- - ·-· -· .. ·- .,. - - ·- -
. ·· and h..c = d.c Ac, ( T sat:)+ ( 1 - d.c) /,_ca ( Ts~t) (66) .. 
,,: :......-------~ .. ----~--~-. 00° 0 • ~--)..:..~-~~--.. -- ....... --. •. , ... --,-·~-------,-·-------·-•-•-- ., ------·-•••; --·-·--M•••--·•.•-----·--~------•--••- --------·--.•-••-••-<.••~·"' ·-·--·--•••M•- ·----.. ---·--··--·------:••--·-·-··--···-------·-----~---~--·----.. ,•--- -···:--·-.------••-•• -·~-~---·-·----·---·--... ------~·- .. --.. --~~-~~./ --- ..... 
The energy equation becomes_ 
( 
. • dd. . • . 0 • • d.,« • ·. • 
( J -)).. ) [ h. "' - h.. v2] <A;( + ( lt.L - o( !t.v, + d,.Ji. '/2. - h. 'I~) rJ.X -~ ~~-=J>.J q,, ... -..... ·· .. . .... . ---
• I .• 
• 
. 711. . 
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Equations (45), (64), (65), and (66) can now be solved 
d.T dV dP 
for the quantities ax.., JX I and aex . These are 
" • 2 ~ 
d T = [ I -.-.·, . Pv ] _ 11}-c _( ~ + Vc - V J + Q ~ONV _ 1 _ r· _ I 
-.d.x. , v:a. ·-<1-JJ.JP J_ 7!t ,vc 2 - - - ?tt- i+cx v2. 
-
f)v ( 1 _ JJ.) 1 do< + 









I + [ I Pv ~ 1, .. J J.JJ. [ 
. V 2 - ( I -_µ)f j ''-fj cJ.X. -t / /-)J_ 












Equations (~4), (35), (36), . (42), . (73), (74), and (75) j 
----~---·------ · .... -·, .... _- . ··;·. . - ·-·----- -~·----- ___ .. _______________ -··--- ·------.--·------ ----·--
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form a system of eight .simultaneous first order differential. 
equations which can be solved numerically by the Runge Kutta 
E-----~~-,--~-~~·~~~-~~~~~ integration.method. 
' . . .. . 




rate of heat _~tr alls fer from the liquid-va:por interface· to 
-·33- ·, . . , . •I 
'"":-•------
• 
'" ' . ' 





I· _,. • . 
• . .,...:.,.., 
.·.· 
·-- ··--~--·- . 
. . . ~ 
I . 
·; .,./ ' ~ 
r' , , 
the vapor Qconv,. and th_e ____ rate of heat transfer from the __  
• 
inner wall of the heat pipe due to condensation Qccan be·· 
obtained in a similar way as the analysis in the evapora-
tor region. The rate of heat removed from the condenser 
• 
due to. condensation Qc is assumed to be uniform throughout 
the condenser region. Hence 





QC ( Le ) QE ~-- . -- - - --- --- -~~---- -----
,, 
where LE and Le are the lengths 
" 
.of the evaporator and the 
condenser .regions respectively. Also _.(Fig. 10) 
(77) 
'\ The rejected vapor must be slightly subcooled with 
respect to the static pressure of the bulk flow. 
= Tst:At 
. - ~ ~ 
_ Tz.. =' Oc + Qco/\fV (2n:R) Tso..t .f2 
. 4 n. rw . p 1,_f; ( 78) 
Hence in the condenser region, the temperature of the 
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Method of Solution and Results of Chemical Reacting 
. 
Flow Analysis 
The systems of eight simultaneous f~rst order differ-
ential equations for the evaporator, ·adiabatic, and con-
denser regions were solved by digital computer by means 
of the Runge-Kutta method. 
"' H~at was assumed to be transferred uniformly to the 
I 
evaporator regi.on. At the beginning of the ev_aporator, 
,_ ·· - the Mach number- of th@. vapor flow is su-fficiently small 
' I 
that the equations of motion for incompressible flow can ,._ 
· be used to generate the initial conditions (x = ~x). 
\ 
Thus for a given upstream operating pressure -P, the tem-
perature of the vapor for the first step of i~tegration 
in the evaporator region is assumed to be the same as 
the temperature of the liquid-vapor interface 7i. which 
is given by equation (59). · Also for the beginning step, 
• 








,·~ -~~. ---- ·•······ ..... ·~·· ·- ...... ". ~--. ·-·- .• ·--- ·•···· .............. ·...... . .. ·· ..... ·.•. . --· .• .. ·······•·• - ..... --····· ------- . ---·- ..•• ,. ·· ... •'<··--········ .. ~----····- -·~ • - ·c--··=· '"""""F--,.....,....._~...--...... ' 
and the vapor is assumed to have a degree of dissocia-
--=-- ·- .- --:· ·i•. 
·--·--·-- -· .. ' -, . . 
tion a given by equation -(4). Using ·t·hese quantities as 
the initial conditions of the Runge-Kutta integration 
process, we may get the s-olutions all through the evapo-
·---~-+ 
. 
1---c----~-"·-----'..:......___:__· =-r-=ator l adiabatic L- and __ · condenser _____ _r_e __ gions for· heat 12~_2_e_s ___ ~---~ 
. . 
.J > ' 
-with diffe.rent inlet temperatures, ,rates of heat transfer 
--
to the evaporator, d:iameters of inner wall~ and lengths. 
-35-
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, ?"·· .-. 
, ...... . 
Kemme (Ref. 6) and Dzakowic (Ref. 7) obtained some experi-
mental sodium heat pipe results and the analyses here are 
0 •• 
based on their operating conditions for purposes of com-
parison. Dzakowic's experiments carried out at the Wes-
tinghouse Astronuclear Laboratory were performed on a 
sodium heat pipe with a 1.846 cm. diameter vapor passage, 
't 
a 17. 8 cm. long evaporator, a 5 .1 cm. long adiabatic and 
a 19.05 cm. long condens~r region. The heat pipe teste~ 
by Kemme at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) 
had a 1. 04 cm. diameter vapor passage, a 40 cm.- long eva-
porator, a 10 cm. long adiabatic and a 78. cm. long con-
denser. region. 
Be·fore studying the vapor condensation effects, the 
cherni,cally reacting flow analysis without vapor condensa-
tion was formulated. Calculations for the temperature 
range which was studied experimentally by Dzakowic have 
been made. A vapor Mach number of unity was achieved at 
the exit plane of the adiabatic region by a method of trial 




. . ... •.. "'' """" ·--~-- ... ,. ... ~··-· -~- -~-~ .. - ... , -- -~-. ·-· ~--~·-···.·· .. , .. •• 
/)'-- ·-- -----.-~----<""--'--"~.,.=----, ... -------- - -~·---~·-·- ,- ,.-----, - ~--~. . - : ' '_- . - . : .,'· ;-·-'. . ·. ~ . - - '.· ... 
evaporator. The computed variations of the vapor Mach ~ 
number, composition a, and static temperature Tfor Wes-
tinghouse h·eat pipe. operatirig-··wi.th·-·an·· upstream: vapor·-te1n-
perature of 425°c are shown in Fig. 12. 
0 
. . 
adiabatic region an evaporator heat a·ddi tion rate of 




















of·, 50. 8 watts over the 17. 8 cm. long -evapora1!or·~was found' 
to be necessary. Since the effect of the rejected mass 
• 
flow rate 7flc in the adia-batic region is insignificant, 
the acceleration of the fluid occurinf within the adia-
batic region must be caused by the wall shear stress t 00 
and the convective heat transfer term Qconv. The calcu-
lations show that the convective heat transfer term Qconv 
is relatively small in this case and contributes little 
towards promoting _panic velocity and hence the accelera-
tion of the fluid~is primatily catisea·by.the wall shear 
stress ·tw· Fig. 13 and 14 show similar calculations at 
¥ 0 • 
upstream vapor temperatures of 500 and 6 00 C w·i th cho-
king occuring at 22.89 cm. The theoretical maximum 
values of heat transfer are 505 and 3410 watts respec-
tively. Because the degree of supersaturation of the 
sodium vapor is approximately equal to the difference 
between 7i. and T, the effect of increasing the upstream 
vapor temperature is to increase the degree of supersa-
turation of the vapor at the evaporator exit plane. It 
... 
too. Th~· degree of dissociation~ a ·remains almost cons:-
... 
.. r. 
~-'" .. -~-::~_.. . ... tant _at_ 45_0_._~c.~----i t _____ de.cre_ases __ sJ._j.gl)~+_y_. in th~ adiabatic 
··-··--·-----··-·--------- _...,. .. ~ --- ----- ---- ---------~"·· ···--. ·-... - ··_ -,-_ ··~-··_· ... ---
i 
i,'" .. · region at 500°c, and it ·aecreases abruptly at 600°C. · 
' 
Fi-g. · 15 (curve A) shows the maximum heat transfer rate 












.for the Westin~house heat pipe in the interval from 
0 425 to· 650 C. Some data points taken from Ref. 5 are·· 
, 
~-
-37- _,,--.. , 
·- ... · •........ ,, ..... 
Oil •• 
,,.,_.,., 
_.:. _ _,, 
. ·' 
~-
~·/~·· .__ ... · . . ·::. ~ -
., 
shown iri Fig._ 15 for the purpose of,.~co,mparisqn. 
. .. 
Now consider the effect of homogeneous vapor conden-
sation.· The system ~f eight simultaneous first order 
differential equations with the droplet formation process 
included were solved nuOOrically. The results of the 
calculations showed that for the adiabatic and evaporator 
regions the analysis with condensation is almost the same 
as the analysis without condensation in the temperature 
. 0 
from 425 to 650 C. With the same evaporator heat, addition 
rates~as were used .. above, the state~ ~t. the exit plane 
of the adiab.atic region differed from the former, analysis 
·by less than 0.1%. Thus we may say that the droplet con-
densation phenomenon does not influence the heat pipe 
performance in the evaporator and adiabatic regions. 
This is because the vapor supersaturation pressure ratio 
JJ!Pso.t(T) at the exit plane of the adiabatic region is not 
large enough to cause a nucleation rate I* large enough 
to make the condensation effect significant. The nuclea-
tion rate at the exit plane of the adiabatic region for 
... 650°C. is 9.17xlo10 - nuclei/cm3-sec and for .425°C is 3.46 
:-,=,_,=· " .... •=,o,.a,'-""=~-c
~---, "·~ 
· •i:,,-s,., .... ,rnrn1·,'1·j •.....,.,... 
-" "" 
. 
- ,· -)" 
xio 7 nuclei/cm3-sec and 
~ 
the liquid-mixture mass ratio~ 
- . -14 0 is 2.28xl0 for 650 C and l.42xlo-15 for 425°C. Accor-
ding to the analysis of Glassman (Ref. 9) , the nucleation 
rate· required for the initiation of co-ndensation is o·f · · · 
--------·-·---------------~ ~ -- ~-- ·---- ------~-- 16 -·2-1 · ·-----.-- -------3--- . the order of I* = 10 to 10 · nuclei7cm·'--sec~f---_ o-r-~-soalum 
vapor. 
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The calculations in the condenser region have been 
carried out at upstream temperatures ranging from 425 to 
650°C. It is assumed that the heat transfer from the 
. condenser region is uniform. The normal mass flow rate 
• 
of rejected fluid per unit length 1'lc(suction rate) based 
on uniform suction can be obtained from equations (76) 
,, 
and (77). The results of the calculation~ showed that 
' 
the· velocities did not become supersonic in the condenser 
with normal suction rates for flows operating at the lower 
upstream temperatures. By a trial and error procedure,· 
the lowest upstream temperature at which the flow could 
~ 
become supersonic in the condenser region with a normal 
0 
suction rate was found to be 4 75 C. The·· following is 
the sununation of these results. 
0 
a) Upstream temperatures from 425 - 475 C: 
In this range of upstream temperatures, the mixture 
' 
. . 
flow does not. become supersonic in the condenser with 
,,. . 
normal uniform suction rates. The results of the calcu-
. . ,A,,. 
/ 
• ...... 
lations show that once, the vapor Mach :r;i\l,Illper i,s greate_r. _________ _ 
,,.,,._.,._,-• . ., ·---""~---· ·-····-··-· . ,. -·····- , ... , ___ .. -~- .--- ., ........ , .. ,_........,_., .... -- -- --·· - ···--. 
-.;,.,:; ' 
~- .. ··~-.,-~-~~ .. c. ~." - ···-······· .... 
...._ __ . . 
' 
': 
- than unity it will-be decelerated toward unity again • 
The reason. w_qy the qornputed vapor Mach _number oscillates 
around unity is because the effect of the wall she.s3:_~ 
' 
stress to decelerate the flow toward a Mach number of 
.. , 
rate the flow Mach number away from unity •. It was found 
- . 
. 














sonic only by increasing the suctio~ rate in the conden-
ser or by setting the wall shear stress equal to zero· in 
the condenser region. For example, the 425°c upstream 
temperature case could be made to go supersonic with 
.. 
eight times the norrnal .. suction rate, i.e. Q = 406.4 watts. 
Because the friction effects.are too large, the mixture 
flow does not become supersonic in the condenser in this 
range of upstream temperatures. The flows can not be 
made to be choked at the exit plane of the adiabatic re-
. ···~ ,.:· .:~~. :~. --; . ' •. - y • .• •• - -·,-. • • 
gion. . Some modification of the choking limit is needed, 
and calculations were then carried out with the flow Mach 
nultlber of unity achieved at the exit·plane of the con-
~~ 
denser region rather than at the adiabatic exit. plane. 
Line Bin Fig. 15 is the maximum heat transfer based on 
this analysis from 425 to 465°C. The maximum heat trans-
0 fer rates for 425 and 455 Care 40.1 and 139.1 watts. 
Figs. 16 and 17 show the axial variation of Mach number 
for various assumed ·evaporator heat transfer rates. At 
425°C, a heat transfer rate of approximately 2.26 watts/ 
~m was found to cause chokin~ at the.condenser exit (Fig. 
----
16). Figure 18 shows the computed variations of the 
,- vapor .Mach number, composition a, · and static temperature 
0 T for the 425 C run •. Over most of the condenser, the 
. . . . 
--- - . ___ ,. . . ·-~- ... 
·----~-,---'---,------ilow---i-S-S-Up4~h-e-a~M • As-- th-e---f-l~--app-roa-ehe s---the en-d-G--:1=------~-----,------'1 
the condenser region, it be.comes supersaturated again. )· 
-~ 
The maximum nucleation rate before the flow is choked is 
-40-
,..:'""'· 
",.,,,,,,,; ,-.,,.,.,,.., ..... ,:.. ' .. .;. 
•• 
• I•.•,,-• .. ·,.•.•.·._•_·,_,.,.;:",-!·. 





.-.. - :, -·.-:.··· 
---~-... .. . 
' . 
.~i~~. 1.-6xl O 2nucl~i;;;3~sec' --ana this. is much too small t,;-~. ~· 
.. 
.. · 
contribute any droplet condensation effect on the flow. 
0 Figure 19 shows a si_milar analysis for 455 C. 
b) Upstream temperatures from 475 - 650°C: 
In this range of up~tream temperature, the mixture 
flow becomes supersonic with normal condenser suction 
ratesJ Figure 21 shows the computed variations of the 
va·por Mach number, composition a, and static ternpe;rature 
" - -· - - . . .. . .. . - . . -- - . - - . - : . . - - .. ..... -T for the Westinghouse heat pipe operating at an upstream 
.. 0 
vapor temperature of 550 C, with a uniform evaporator 
. 
heat addition rate of 81.80 watts/cm, and a uniform heat 
rejection rate of 76.97 watts/cm. A typical condensation 
shock wave is seen to occur in the condenser region in 
this case. The adiabatic region ends at x = 22.89 cm. 
while the point of critical supersaturation is located at 
x = 23.288 cm. The flow temperature T reaches~ minimum 
value of.593.91°K and the nucleation rate I* reaches a 
maximum value of l.87xlo18 nuclei/cm3-see. Because drop-
let condensation is· caused by vapor supersaturation, the 
.,._.. -, 






. p=-:: ·• i I . I 
effect of the condensation is to raise the flow temper~ture· 
T towards· the saturation temperatur·e Tso.t(P) .. · Since the ' . - ·-- -·-. -~---- ·- ---
liquid-vapor interfacial temperature TE is. approximately 
equal to the saturation temperature ~at (P) , it is · clear 
----------------------
---·-------·-----·--· ·--- -------··· -·- - -
-------· ·-- -------·--··-- ~----'--'--~~----
" .,~, from Fig. 21 that. the droplet growth rate is not suffi~ 
cient to obtain a saturated vapqr flow in this case. The 












. " - ·--·~ 
minimum difference between T "and TE is about 4o 0c after 
' -
condensation occurs. ·Figures 20 and 22 show similar re-
sults .for inlet temperatures of 500 and- 600°c. The axial 
Variations of the liquid-mixture mass ratio·µ for inlet 
temperatures of 500, 550, and 600°C are shown in Fig. 23. 
Figure 24 shows the.variation of the supersaturation 
pressure ratio jJ Ifs with temperature T for flows with 
differ~nt inlet temperatures. It is interes·ting to note 
. ' 
_________________ . _ ,,-,,-_,._.- .. ---- ___ :_t}'i,~t at_l __ the_ po_i,nts of_ condensation lie between nucleation 
··--,~- .. - -
•' - :" 
" .. •.....,..._., - - ~.~·-.:.. -- • c...!_;_ 
•: 
rates of 1015 and 10 20 nuclei/cm3-sec. This seems-to agree 
very well with the conclusion of Glassman (Ref. 9) that the 
nucleation rate required for the initiation of condensation 
is in the range of I*= 1016 - 10 21 nuclei/cm3-sec. 
Figure 24 also shows that the supersaturation pre-
ssure ratio is discontinous at the beginning of the adia-
batic region. This is due to the abrupt change in wall 
boundary condition at that point. 
·c) Heat pipe with very long condenser reg ion: 
Figures 25, 26, and 27 show the computed variations 
for the vapor Mach number, composition a, and static tem-
perature Tfor the Los Almos heat pipe operating at up-
stream vapor temperatures of 477, 577;· ----;~d -6-7--7oc:------Th_e ____________ _ 
calculations indicate that in all of these cases the flow 
ra~·not -go !:tl.t:o tht!-·sup-e-r-son-±-c--regi-on-with norncal con 
I 
ser suction rates. Even at a high inlet temp~rature of· 
.. , .. 
















.. ·· .... ·' _,,,_ .. ·· - ·~ ' 
1-
677°c, it took four times the normal suction rate to ove.r-
. ~ 
come the effect of wall shear stress and to cause super-
sonic velocities. The length of the condenser is 78 cm. 
which is twice the length of evaporator in the Los Almos 
heat pipe. Because of the large temperature drop occur-
ing in the condenser.region, it is possible that nonuni-
form suction did occur in the actual device and that the 
' 
. 
suction rates at the condenser inlet were large enough' to 
cause supersonic flows. The :computed ·maximum rate of ·heat 
-·· ··· -·- ··" ·--·--·transfer ~for- the -Los Almos heat pipe .. based on_ the_ sonic 
limit at the exit plane of the adiabatic region is shown 
in Fig. 28. The experimental data points were taken from 
Ref. 6. 
• . . 1' •. 
~-· 
. :::: ' ... 
:~ . 
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8 ., , Conclusidns 
-
... 
-- -- - - -------------·---·-· .. ·---- --------- ··--------·-. -·-·-· 
This investigation was undertaken to gain some in-
sight into the expansion and condensation behavior of 
' 
sodium vapors flowing through a heat pipe when the effects 
of vapor supersat-uration and vapor condensation are assnmed · 
to be significant. First the vapor was taken to be-frozen 
with respect· to phase change but with chemical reaction 
i 
occuring. Calculations were performed over a·· wide range 
of operating temperatures to determine the variation of 
- ··--The·n . the equa -
tions of motion were rederi ved taking into account the 
• ..... f-
supersaturated sodium vapor. 
Comparing the results of both cases at the exit plane 
of the adiabatic region shows that the effect of conden-
~ 
sation is not significant in the evaporator and adiabatic 
regions. The ·calculations were then extended into the 
condenser region to predict the initiation of· condensation. 
The pertinent results of this study are sununarized as 
follows: 
a) For the Westinghou-se heat pipe operating a·t · upstream 
0 temperatures from 425 - 475 C, the flow Mach number 
I 
. . - -:. ·a-:·.-- -- -. ---
... 
i 





' pip~ ~nd the maximum heat transfer rate is based 6n i 
choking at the exit plane of the condenser re_gion. 
- --- --- -- --- - ------------- --------- ---·-.. ..,.. -- - ,.-· --------------- --------
-- - - ________ ,, ___ _,_ --
b) For a Westinghouse h~at- pipe operating at upstream 
temperatures fro-m 475 - 650°c, ·the flowj can become 
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. . . ?,·,···. 
'. ' ' . 
. ..• -·-·~·-·...._ .. ~,--.... ,-.. ~ --~~·~-~ .... -- . . 
. ' . ,. . 
--.-· ·- ·- ·-·------····· -- -~ ---... -- ----·-- ----··· ··- ·-- ...... -----··· .. I -····· -- .. .. - .. . . 
•' 
..:.:.:.i ,: ....... . 
.:::· 
·supersonic in the condenser. ·rn this case the maxi.l 
. -··· -· 
mum rate of heat transfer is based on choking at the 
~ entrance to the condenser. 
c) For a heat pipe with very long condenser region like 
the Los Almos h·eat pipe, -it was not possible to cause 
the computed velocities to become supersonic with uni-
form· condenser mass suction rates. Fr.iction effects 
were too large. However by increasing the suction 
' 
rates near the condenser inlet t1 values larger than. 
.-·· .·., ,-~- ·-=~~'-°'' .· - . 
·those '·for ·uniforin suction' supersonic states were 
attained. 
• 
d) In those cases where supersonic flow wa~ attained, the 
' 
vapor supersaturation became large enough to cause a 
condensation shock. This phenomenon occurred in the 
condenser region and did not affect the sonic limit 
heat transfer rates. 
1.,.. - , ,, ' 
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Fig. 11 Tem:perature Profiles and Interfacia1 Temperatures 
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